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Model Court Rule on Insurance Disclosure 
 
PREFACE 
 

The ABA Model Court Rule on Insurance Disclosure requires lawyers to disclose on 
their annual registration statements whether they maintain professional liability insurance.  The 
Model Court Rule excludes from the Rule’s reporting requirement those lawyers who are not 
engaged in the active practice of law and those who are engaged in the practice of law as full-
time government lawyers or as counsel employed by an organizational client and do not 
represent clients outside that capacity.  The Model Court Rule places an affirmative duty upon 
lawyers to notify the highest court whenever the insurance policy covering the lawyer’s conduct 
lapses or is terminated.  This ensures that the information reported to the highest court is accurate 
during the entire reporting period.  Lawyers who do not comply with the Model Court Rule are 
not unauthorized to practice law until they comply.   

The purpose of the Model Court Rule is to provide a potential client with access to 
relevant information related to a lawyer’s representation in order to make an informed decision 
about whether to hire a particular lawyer.  The Model Court Rule is a balanced standard that 
allows potential clients to obtain relevant information about a lawyer if they initiate an inquiry, 
while placing a modest annual reporting requirement on lawyers.    The information submitted by 
lawyers will be made available by such means as designated by the highest court in the 
jurisdiction.  
 

A. Each lawyer admitted to the active practice of law shall certify to the [highest 
court of the jurisdiction] on or before [December 31 of each year]: 1) whether the 
lawyer is engaged in the private practice of law; 2) if engaged in the private 
practice of law, whether the lawyer is currently covered by professional liability 
insurance; 3) whether the lawyer intends to maintain insurance during the period 
of time the lawyer is engaged in the private practice of law; and 4) whether the 
lawyer is exempt from the provisions of this Rule because the lawyer is engaged 
in the practice of law as a full-time government lawyer or is counsel employed by 
an organizational client and does not represent clients outside that capacity.  Each 
lawyer admitted to the active practice of law in this jurisdiction who reports being 
covered by professional liability insurance shall notify [the highest court in the 
jurisdiction] in writing within 30 days if the insurance policy providing coverage 
lapses, is no longer in effect or terminates for any reason. 

 
B. The foregoing shall be certified by each lawyer admitted to the active practice of 

law in this jurisdiction in such form as may be prescribed by the [highest court of 
the jurisdiction].  The information submitted pursuant to this Rule will be made 
available to the public by such means as may be designated by the [highest court 
of the jurisdiction]. 

 
C. Any lawyer admitted to the active practice of law who fails to comply with this 

Rule in a timely fashion, as defined by the [highest court in the jurisdiction], may 



be suspended from the practice of law until such time as the lawyer complies.  
Supplying false information in response to this Rule shall subject the lawyer to 
appropriate disciplinary action. 

 


